
Abstract

The URGI (Unité de Recherche en Génomique-Info) is an INRA research unit which aim to develop tools, integrate data and acquire a 
better understanding of plant's genome structure, evolution and functioning. It hosts a bioinformatics platform (labelized IBISA) which 
develops and maintains a modular and interoperable information system for plant and pest genomics called GnpIS 
(http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/gnpis).
Due to technological advances in high-throughput sequencing (Next Generation Sequencing), the number of sequencing, genotyping 
and phenotyping projects using theses technologies, and subsequently the volume of data to analyze, increased. To answer NGS 
needs, the platform's information system had to evolve in order to manage experiments and runs produced by the projects it hosts.

GnpSeq NGS is the new module developed for GnpIS to manage NGS data, such as genomic sequencing or resequencing data 
produced by 454, Illumina or HiSeq technologies. For each run, you can find a description of the sequencing experiment and an 
overview of the bioinformatics analyses performed. Interoperability with other modules of GnpIS gives access to more specific 
information, such as   polymorphism detection analysis through the dedicated module GnpSNP.
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Software licence
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A simple submission file, with
mandatory data in red, was created 
and a dedicated tool was developed with 
the ETL (Extract Transform and Load) Talend 
to allow automatic data insertion in GnpSeq NGS database.

A module « sequence » was developed in Java and added to 
GnpIS’s web portal to access data stored in GnpSeq NGS. 

A series of search forms facilitates exhaustive or restricted 
queries and retrieval of NGS data from the database.
The run card gather all representative information of a run: 
origin (experiment), analyses performed, sequence and other 
linked files. Some analyses tools, such as URGI’s Galaxy 
pipelines, are easily reachable for further data analysis.

This project was funded for 
one year. Developments 
are closed. GnpSeq NGS is 
now ready to host data 
coming from various NGS 
species projects running on 
the URGI platform and for 
future projects.

http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/sequence
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